
 

 

PanTerra Announces Two New Powerful Connect Collaboration Features 

Streams Connect to Support Meeting Rooms and Joining Without Moderator 

 

San Jose, CA, September 13, 2022 — PanTerra Networks announced two new Connect team 

conferencing features providing business flexible options for video collaboration meetings. Meeting 

Rooms enables any company Streams users to create a Streams Connect session from the convenience 

of their office that can then be initiated from a physical company meeting or conference room. The Join 

Without Moderator feature allows a Connect session to be started and joined by participants without 

requiring the meeting’s moderator to be present. 

 

Meeting Rooms allows any company Streams user to remotely create a Connect session for a specific 

physical meeting room within a company building. These new features work in conjunction with 

Outlook/Google’s meeting room scheduling feature to allow users to schedule a Connect session for a 

physical meeting room. The user that creates the session is the “Session Creator” while the Meeting Room 

Streams user that initiates the session is the Moderator. Thus, a corporate administrator or meeting 

coordinator can conveniently create, coordinate, and set up Connect video conferencing sessions for 

different physical meeting rooms within the company.  An additional optional security PIN prevents 

unauthorized users from starting a Meeting Room session. 

 

The Join Without Moderator feature allows a moderator/coordinator to create Connect sessions where 

participants can start and run the session without the moderator actually starting or joining the session.  

This allows a central meeting coordinator to setup and schedule multiple meetings for other users 

within the company. When a session is started, the moderator/coordinator can be optionally notified as 

each participant joins the session.  

 

Arthur Chang, PanTerra’s President and CEO, was quoted, “The new Connect features provide greater 

flexibility and convenience for our customers.  With the changing workforce scenarios and increased 

adoption of shared workspaces, remote workers and mobile device use, flexibility and convenience in 

connectivity is paramount.” Arthur continued, “These new Connect features address many aspects of 

the ever-changing workforce and PanTerra is quite pleased with their early adopter usage thus far.” 

 

About PanTerra 

PanTerra is a business-class Unified Cloud Service Provider, seamlessly delivering unified 

communications, team collaboration, call center, file sync & share and business analytics through 

Streams, its secure, all-in-one business communications cloud solution. By offering a fully customizable, 

unified UCaaS and CPaaS, HIPAA/HITECH secure, multi-service cloud solution, PanTerra can significantly 

reduce costs, simplify IT administration, increase security, and improve employee productivity. Streams 

can be configured and deployed within hours, virtually anywhere in the world and with 24/7/365 

support, you can have peace of mind that PanTerra will be with you every step of the way. Let Streams 

and PanTerra bring out the best in your enterprise.  
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